
UCSB;
i see home a humble homage & walk down memory lane



year
no. 1

  i imagine myself a newly hatched baby bird stepping foot at UCSB.  
  high school was my incubation period, and when I found myself at  
  college, my wings were wet. this year was rife with trials and  
  tribulations; i tried to dry my feathers as my tears continued to weigh  
  them down.  

  i felt alone and lost, unable to grow into my environment. i found solace  
  in the greenery—the trees that stood sturdy, branches full and roots  
  grounded. the ocean became my closest confidante, listening to my  
  sorrows and floating them out to sea.  

  then, one day, i realized that i was no longer as damp. without me  
  even realizing, i found people who felt like home. then came my first  
  encounter with IV Deli’s buffalo chicken cheese fries, studious nights in  
  the library, and rowdy excursions to Del Playa. “this is college,” i thought  
  to myself. all of a sudden, it wasn’t so bad.  

maybe, this place could be home.



  i could feel electrifying energy in the air, whispering to me to flap my  
  wings. my feathers no longer had any hint of moisture; they ruffled  
  in the wind. i ran around, chirping new notes and saying hello to the  
  world. this year, the uncertainty of the future was not a looming fear  
  holding my heart in shackles—it made me hum with potential.  

  for the first time, i got to live in the coziest apartment with my closest  
  friends. it was liberating, getting a taste of young adulthood. i found  
  footing in a wonderful organization that i owe it all to, microwaved  
  chicken nuggets everyday because i hated cooking, and most  
  importantly, learned how to love being alone. i was fully entrenched  
  in college life, biking around Isla Vista with the sun on my face.  

  with the enriching support of my beloved network of friends, i was  
  still a baby, but one whose wings were outstretched. the year was  
  saccharine sweet, rife with new experiences—the perfect blend  
  between growing up and being a kid.  

surely, my heart is expanding.
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  if i could pick one word to describe this year, it would be  
  “unprecedented.” our college experiences were never supposed to  
  look that way: isolated indoors, separated from the people we love.  
  even during a year when i could have chosen to live in my childhood  
  home, isla vista called me back to its nest so i could fluff my feathers  
  with my friends.  

  life this year was spent fluttering between three houses, a simple and  
  slow time. a sunset walk per day kept the doctor away; limitless time  
  with my best friend taught me the beauty of the mundane. i learned to  
  cherish every moment i had as the slow life became the new norm.  

  even from the walls of my home, i continued to spread my wings. i  
  flapped them and fluttered them, faltering at times. the end of this year  
  was pivotal for my growth for reasons manifold—and at the end, i  
  finally took off.  

now, i know: this is home.
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  if there is one thing i could ask for from my time on the edge of the  
  continent, it would be for more time. just one more year, over and  
  over, until i die. this place, the people, and the past four years  
  nurtured me through sorrow, joy, and every growing pain in  
  between.  

  i was a sopping wet hatchling at the time of my introduction to this  
  place that i now call home. today, i soar, gliding on the sheer love i  
  have found. though trials and tribulations continued, my last year  
  was the best one yet. i ran headfirst into discomfort, into joy, into  
  every opportunity given to me. i am soaking up every millisecond  
  that i have.  

  college was all that i wanted it to be and more. no longer do i cry at  
  the ocean, asking it to wash me and my sorrows away. rather, i thank  
  it, the trees, and the fates that brought me to exactly where i needed  
  to be. i grew up. who knows where i’ll go next? wherever it is, i hope i’ll  
  find home like this one.  

my lucky heart aches with love.
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the best chapter
comes to a close


